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Selection mechanisms favour reproduction of better individuals imposing a direction on the 
search process. According to this it is expected that the effective number of offspring of an 
individuiil in the next generation would always agree with the algorithmic sampling 
frequencies. This does not happens due to sampling errors. Stochastic universal sampling is a 
method that tries to remedy this problem. 
This presentation discusses performance results on evolutionary algorithms optimizing a set of 
highly multimodal functions and a hard unimodal function, under Proportional selection and 
stochastic universal sampling. Contrasting results are shown. 

l.Introduction 
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hccausc the fitncss 01' un individual gives a measure oC its ··goodncss". sekction introduces 
the influence 01' thc fitm:ss fi.ll1ction to the evolutionary process 151. 16J. 171. 18]. [101· 
Morco\'cr. selection is the onl) operator of gcnctic algorithm whcn.: the fitncss of an 
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In proportionaI seIection (PS),. individuaIs are chosen for mating &om a population according 
to its fitness. This is the simplest selection scheme aIso known as roulette-wheel selection or 
slochastic sampling wilh replacement. 
Here, individuals are mapped to contiguous segments in the real interval [0,1] in such a way 
that a segment corresponding to an individual has a size equal to the individual fitness. Then a 
random number in such interval is generated and the individual whose segment encompasses 
the random number is selected. 
The seleclion probabilily is an important parameter of a selection mechanism and nonnally 
detennines the number of expected copies of an individual after selection . 

. Theseexpected ,values-'not'"atways agree withthe algorithmic. sampling frequeiicies.· Differeñt~· 
algorithms provide large or minor differences between them. Baker [1], [2], introduced the 
Stochastic Universal Sampling (SUS). The idea is to make a single draw from a uniform 
distribution and use it for determining the exact number of copies from each parent ando He 
also defines the bias B as the absolute difference between an individual's actual sampling 
probability and its expected value1]¡. Also he defined spread as the range ofpossible values for 
the number of copies an individual receives by a selection mechanism. Consequently the 
minimum spread allows a bias B = O and for it, the following assertion holds, 
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According to the Baker's report sus provides a bias B = O and minimum spread. 

Grefenstette [9] introduced another kind of bias b (called bias measure) to define the 
population diversity as follows: 
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where 1 is the chromosome length and d¡j denotes the allele value. 
The bias b (O.5:S; b :S; 1.0) indicates the average percentage of the most outstanding value in 
each position of the individuals. Smaller values of b indicate higher genotypic diversity and 
vice versa. Back and Hoffmeister [3] used this concept to establish genotypic diversity. The 
bias b can be used to fonnulate an adequate tennination criterion. For example. the search 
process can be stopped when b reaches a value near to 1 because at this time the genotypic 
diversity is very low indicating population convergence. 

2. Experiments description 

For experimentation a test suite offour functions with varied difficulty was selected: 
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For each experiment 20 runs with randomised initial population of size fixed to 80 
individuals were performed on each function, ,using binary coded representation, elitism, one 
point crossover and bit flip mutation. The number maximum of generations was set to 1000 
and probabilities for eroSgover and mutation were fixed to 0.65 y 0.001 for 12. and toO.S.and 
0.005 for f5, f6 Y j7 . 

To establish the behaviour of PS and SUS, the following performance variables were 
eonsidered: 

B: The Baker's bias, to determine the difference between an individual's actual'-sampling 
probability and its expected value7]¡. 



h: Thc Grefenstettc's hias to determine genotypic divcrsity. 

Ebest = (Abs(opt_val- best value)/opt_val) I 00 
11 is the percentile error of lhe best found individual when compared with the known. or estimated. 
optimulll value opt _val. It gives us a measure of how far are wc from that opt _ val. 

3. Conclusions 

For any ofthe functions ofthe testing suite, the bias Bis quite near to zero when Stochastic 
Universal Sampling is used. This indicates that there almost do not exists differences 
between the expected number of offspring for each individual and the effective sampling 
frequencies. Also a reasonable genetic diversity is preserved even at the final stages with 
values of b ranging between 0.6 to 0.8. 
Regarding to Proportional Selection most ofthe cases show a value of B near to 0.8. This is 
an expected result due to the limited population size. In this case the genetic diversity is low 
with values of b ranging between 0.8 to l. 
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